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PREFACE

We live in tumultuous times. Repeated surveys and 
studies have shown that optimism that our future will 
be better than our past is way down. Are our best 
years behind us as a nation? As a planet?

I pray we haven’t crossed into a place where this is 
the case, but more and more it looks as though our 
resistance to God has caused us to slip further from a 
place of redemption. I choose to never give up hope 
that God can and will reach down into America and 
ransom the years that our locusts have stolen.

I pray you won’t give up hope either. at’s what 
this book is about. Never giving up hope. When we 
hear the prophetic words of the Lord, our future looks 
bleak, but we must remember that God’s rebuke is 
never to punish us, but to bring us back to Him.

Pray with me that our best days are ahead of us. 
What will that take? Read on to "nd out.



Chapter 1

SEPTEMBER 11, 2001

I’d never had visions like these before. In fact, aer 
these I wasn’t sure if I’d ever really had a vision before. 
What I thought were visions didn’t look like this. ey 
weren’t this real and vivid.

ese were gripping, eery and somewhat menac-
ing. People were on "re, wrapped up like mummies or 
screaming out pleading for help. I could see their 
mouths through the bandages crying out or their faces 
in anguish, but I heard nothing.

Maybe that’s what made them so chilling. I only 
saw the vision, but I didn’t hear it. e images are for-
ever stained in my mind. I couldn’t "gure out what 
they meant. For two weeks I pondered why I was hav-
ing these visions of people burning and in pain. And 
why was I having them on Saturday nights?

But I’m getting ahead of myself.

ASKING FOR MORE



I asked the Lord to speak to me for 6 years before I 
ever heard Him speak the "rst time. at "rst time 
was just a year before. I had come back from a mission 
trip to Guatemala in the summer of 2000 and a 
woman who I’d asked to pray for me showed me in 
her prayer journal six dreams she’d had about me. 
What was special about these six dreams was that they 
matched up precisely with 6 stories I’d written about 
in my journal.

Six times I’d been in tense situations where I 
needed the Lord to intervene for me. Six times I 
prayed and six times the Lord came through with re-
markable speed. ese six events in Guatemala really 
opened my eyes to the power of prayer. When we ask 
God to do something speci"c when we only have Him 
to lean on, He oen answers.

When our family friend, Loretta, read me her 
journal, she read the very prayers I’d prayed silently 
and later wrote in my own journal. She described to 
me the people I was with, what they looked like and 
what our surroundings looked like with incredible 
accuracy. I was absolutely blown away. Only God 
could have shown her all that.

In one instance I was standing with three friends 
on a street-corner at 1am. Antigua, Guatemala shuts 
down around 10 or 11pm and we didn’t have a ride to 
our home 3 miles across town. We were too tired to 
walk that far but even worse was what we had seen in 
between where we were and home earlier that day. We 
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were scared of the neighborhood during the daytime, 
so an early-morning walk didn’t seem like a good idea. 

Under the only street lamp around I argued with 
my friends that the Lord would protect us and that we 
just needed to start walking so we could go to bed. I 
don’t think I really believed that, but I was so tired I 
was desperate enough to risk all our lives. 

Aer arguing for some time, I sent up a prayer: 
“God, you’ve got to get us home! Can you provide a 
ride for us?”

My friends didn’t hear my silent prayer and we 
kept arguing for another 45 seconds until the loud 
“screeeech” sent us all in the air about 4 feet. We 
thought for sure someone was about to open "re on 
us. Aer gaining our composure we saw a familiar 
face in the car that had stopped in front of us. It was 
the man we were staying with 3 miles across town.

His was the only car we’d seen in 20 minutes out 
on the street so we assumed he’d come looking for us. 

“Were you looking for us?” one of my friends 
asked.

“No, I was just driving home. is is the latest I’ve 
been out in years and was surprised when I saw y’all 
standing there on the sidewalk. Do y’all need a ride?”

Before he "nished asking two of the four of us 
were already opening the car door. I sat down in the 
car and "red a little “thank you” up to God.
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When I got back, Loretta read me the whole ac-
count verbatim from her journal. She described the 
three people I was with, including the extremely large 
guy, Matthew, and my Asian friend, Chris. She said 
she saw me under a street lamp when I asked the 
Lord, “God, you’ve got to get us home. Will you pro-
vide a ride for us?”

CHANGED FOREVER
at was a life-changing experience to know that 

God heard me, knew me and saw me. He cared 
enough about me to speak to me prophetically 
through another person and tell me He heard every-
thing I asked.

Aer Guatemala I was energized to seek the Lord 
even more to hear His voice. I was forever ruined to 
live without it once I knew He would actually speak to 
me. Over the next twelve months He didn’t let me 
down.

One night I had a dream one night where I got a 
“0” on a test from a professor because he said I 
cheated. I woke up in a cold sweat because the end 
result of the dream was that I was kicked out of school 
because I got so mad at the accusation that I’d cheated. 

By the next morning when I went to that class I 
had already forgotten about the dream. My professor 
came around at the beginning of class handing out 
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tests and when he slapped mine on the desk it had a 
big red “0” at the top.

I immediately looked at him and asked, “Why did 
you give me a zero?”

“Because you cheated,” was his curt response, then 
he moved on to the next desk.

It wasn’t until I was about to tell him what I 
thought of him that I remembered the dream. It took 
my breath away, literally. I couldn’t speak when I 
thought about how God had warned me not to re-
spond out of anger to something only He knew was 
about to happen within a few hours of my dream.

Over the course of a few weeks I was able to con-
vince my professor that I hadn’t cheated, but I was 
stunned that the Lord cared enough about me to keep 
me from getting angry at the professor. Instead, I was 
calm and won him over by gently asking him to re-
consider, assuring him I hadn’t cheated. In the end, he 
gave me a “100” on the test. I feel like it was God’s way 
of showing me I’d passed His test.

CLOSER TO HOME
Later that year I spent the summer of 2001 in Ja-

pan as a short-term missionary and I had a wonderful 
time enjoying the beauty of Japan and the warm and 
hospitable people I met there. It was a fun time of 
productive ministry where I built many beautiful rela-
tionships.
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While there I had my third experience where God 
clearly spoke to me. I had a dream about my brother 
getting cut across his nose by a guy trying to stab him 
in the eye. In my dream he pulled his head back just in 
time and got a gash straight across his nose. People 
descended around him and the dream ended. When I 
woke up I cried out to God for an hour to spare my 
brother’s life. When I got back to the U.S. a few weeks 
later I went to visit him and he had a cut straight 
across his nose just as in my dream. He told me the 
story and it was exactly like my dream. e Lord sent 
people quickly to protect him from his assailant since 
the blood from his nose blinded him. 

I knew that the Lord involved me in what was go-
ing on with my brother, Richard, so I could partner 
with God in prayer. He wanted me to know what was 
happening and be part of the solution. God offered 
me the chance to partake in supernaturally saving my 
brother’s life. God wanted my intercession at the mo-
ment of my brother’s need.

When I pondered all this it "lled me with an un-
usual sense of excitement and anticipation. I was a 
senior in college now, so a lot of the anxiety that 
plagues a student was gone and I was in a place where 
I was seeking God more and feeling His tangible pres-
ence more than I’d ever felt before. at led me to start 
a new routine before going to bed.
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I wanted to be more intentional about seeking 
God, especially in dreams, so I decided that I’d incor-
porate a short little prayer into my bedtime routine.

“Lord, here I am. Speak to me.”

It was just a short little prayer, but I wanted to go 
to bed with the Lord on my mind and willingly offer 
myself as a conduit for Him to speak. I knew I 
couldn’t make God speak but I already was sure that 
the more I asked the more He would!

AUGUST 25, 2001
I didn’t do very well the "rst few weeks of trying 

out my bedtime routine. One of the hardest parts of 
asking God to speak is just remembering to do it. It 
doesn’t take fancy words, just words. I probably only 
remembered to pray a couple times that "rst week, but 
I did remember to pray on Saturday night.

I spent the evening of Saturday, August 25th, 2001 
with some friends and had a great time. I came back 
to my apartment and spent some good time in prayer 
and reading God’s Word. I went to bed with a feeling 
of God’s great love over me and I remembered to say 
my little bedtime prayer.

I got cozy under my covers and just before I laid 
down I said, “Lord, here I am. Speak to me.” en I 
quickly laid my head down and closed my eyes.

I wasn’t prepared for God taking my prayer so lit-
erally, so fast. at "rst vision started immediately. I 
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saw people’s faces streaming past me from right to le. 
As a person got closer to the center of my "eld of vi-
sion they were magni"ed so I only saw their face. 
Each different person was in such great anguish from 
the %ames that were in the background of my vision 
that their cries to me distorted their faces. ese tor-
tured souls cried out to me for help, but I heard noth-
ing.

I was gripped for about 45 seconds to a minute 
before the vision ended as abruptly as it had begun. I 
was so shocked and perplexed by what I saw I sat back 
up. I have to admit that I was a little scared.

What did it mean? What was I supposed to do? I 
knew I was supposed to pray and ask God to show me 
the meaning, but I had no idea where to start. I was 
still so new to all this that I was confused as to how I 
was even supposed to begin. All the experiences I’d 
had with this up to now were so literal and this 
seemed so mysterious.

I prayed for a while and I eventually went back to 
bed aer hearing nothing further from the Lord. One 
thing I was sure of was that I had heard from God. 
What I didn’t know was what I was supposed to do 
with it.

e next morning all I could think about was my 
vision. I pondered and prayed and pondered and 
prayed. At church I told the pastor, “I feel like people 
may feel like they’re world is burning. Maybe we can 
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pray for them aer the service.” He agreed. He invited 
some people up aerward and we prayed for them.

I wish that instead of trying to interpret some-
thing I didn’t understand to make it "t my situation I 
had just told the pastor what had happened. I didn’t 
know back then that’s what I should have done. It 
might not have changed anything, but I could have at 
least had help understanding it all.

SEPTEMBER 1, 2001
e next week I struggled again to make my new 

bedtime routine truly routine. A funny thing hap-
pened, though. at next Saturday night was almost 
exactly like the previous. I went to bed aer having a 
great time with friends and getting a good bit of time 
in prayer and the Word that evening.

Remembering my experience from the previous 
week, I said my little prayer, laid my head down and 
closed my eyes. Immediately another vision appeared. 

ere was one person, wrapped up like a mummy, 
screaming from behind the bandages. Again there was 
"re behind him and he was in utter torment. Was this 
hell? Was I seeing someone in trouble? My mind 
raced as the vision persisted. e person struggled to 
get loose from their mummy bandages, but couldn’t. 
Again, it lasted about 45 seconds to a minute long and 
then ended as quickly as it had started.
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I sat up in shock. is week I was really vexed. 
“What is going on?” I wondered. I prayed and prayed 
and pleaded with God to give me an answer. He spoke 
nothing, so I went back to bed. 

e next morning I again pleaded with God for 
some clarity but I got nothing. Just like the previous 
Sunday I told the pastor some strange line like, “I feel 
like people feel trapped. Maybe we should pray for 
them today.” We had a prayer time at the end and 
prayed for people who felt trapped in their lives.

I look back on my attempts to understand a su-
pernatural encounter without God’s input as just silly. 
It makes me laugh and groan all at the same time. 

SEPTEMBER 8, 2001
I made sure the following week that my Saturday 

evening routine stayed the same. I wasn’t sure what to 
do with it, but I knew I had a formula for hearing 
from God so I was going to stick to it. I "gured if I just 
kept hearing from God eventually it would make 
sense.

at night I prayed my prayer, laid my head down 
on my pillow and closed my eyes with full anticipation 
of another vision starting immediately. 

Nothing. I waited ten seconds and still no vision. 
Maybe God just needed a little more time.
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I sat back up. I grinned to myself as an idea 
%ashed through my head. “I’ll give God another 
chance,” I thought. “It can’t hurt!”

“Lord, here I am. Speak to me,” I said. I quickly 
laid back down and closed my eyes. Again there was 
nothing. I waited for a minute with no vision and I 
"nally gave up. I knew it was up to God to give a vi-
sion and if He didn’t want to He didn’t have to. I knew 
I hadn’t imagined them the two weeks before and I 
wasn’t going to force myself to conjure one up. I told 
the Lord “thank you” for the previous two weeks and 
quickly fell asleep.

But instead of a vision, I had a dream that night. 
In it, I was walking around lower Manhattan with an 
angel. I’d never been to New York before and I’d cer-
tainly never seen an angel; in real life or in a dream. In 
the dream I was excited to be in New York because I 
had always wanted to visit there. When I’m excited 
about something new, I get very chatty. Apparently 
this is true about me in dreams, too. 

I went on and on as I told the angel what all the 
buildings were (I had studied them in college) and 
how excited I was to be there. It was as if he and I had 
been friends for a long time. I knew in the dream he 
was an angel and I still treated him as a friend. I wasn’t 
afraid of him so I used him as a sounding board. At 
one point I could have sworn I caught him rolling his 
eyes at me!
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Other than his possible exasperation with me he 
was completely intense. He was unwaveringly focused 
on something, but I never stopped talking to ask what 
or why. He wouldn’t look at me and he didn’t speak. 
He didn’t respond to anything I was saying. He was 
leading me around the city until we came to a particu-
lar place.

We abruptly stopped when we reached the place 
where he was leading me, and just as ominously as 
he’d been walking, he stopped, turned and looked di-
rectly in front of him. I hadn’t ever stopped chatting 
away about all the cool places I wanted to go see there 
until he stopped. His solemn face gazing into the dis-
tance "nally put a stop to my relentless jabbering.

I hadn’t turned to see what he was looking at yet. I 
looked into the angel’s eyes as he gazed past me. He 
was so "xated on something and it almost looked to 
cause him pain. I’ve never seen eyes like that since. 
ey weren’t heavenly or otherworldly; they looked 
very human, but they were tortured by what was to 
come next.

SHEER TERROR
I "nally turned and looked to see the World Trade 

Center’s twin towers. I immediately lost my sense of 
sobriety of the moment and began chatting again 
about how I’d always wanted to visit New York just to 
go to the observation deck of the World Trade Center. 
I jabbered away about how tall they were and how 
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they were built and how much I admired them. e 
angel paid no attention to me whatsoever and again I 
closed my mouth as I realized my guide was in terrible 
pain over something. 

Not long aer I became quiet the angel held out 
his hand, open palmed, to point at the World Trade 
Center. I looked down his arm past his hand toward 
the twin towers and as soon as I laid my eyes on them 
they collapsed straight into the ground. I was puzzled 
why they had sunk straight down instead of falling 
over, but before I had too much time to ponder that 
thousands of people started streaming past us.

eir faces were "lled with horror, shock and ter-
ror. ey came running at us quickly and before too 
long they were streaming past us by the thousands. 
Each one looked as if they were running for their 
lives.

As they streamed past us I stood there unfazed 
and unaffected by what had just happened. I was so 
unaffected that I looked at my angelic guide and ut-
tered words I’ve never stopped hearing ring through 
my ears since.

“Well, that sucks! Now I’ll never get to go up 
and visit the observation decks of  those 
buildings!”

Again I could have sworn he rolled his eyes at me 
and that’s when I got it. It "nally hit me what had just 
taken place. My heart had been cold to the human 
tragedy that was taking place before me because I 
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didn’t know how to put into context what was happen-
ing to me. As soon as I realized the World Trade Cen-
ter had collapsed and there were possibly lots of peo-
ple dead I felt the grave reality that had so gripped the 
angel.

Shortly aer I had gotten the point of what the 
angel was trying to show me the dream changed. e 
buildings were gone, the people were back to normal 
and the place where they had been was leveled. e 
angel again held out his hand, open palmed, to point 
to what was coming.

I saw a small, white building grow up in the place 
of the twin towers. It looked about 3-4 stories high 
and on top I saw what looked like an amphitheater. 
People started gathering on top of the building and a 
band got on the small stage there. ey began a wor-
ship concert and my heart was "lled with tremendous 
hope. 

ere were 300-400 people on top of that building 
worshipping God, but the meeting ended quickly and 
I was disappointed. In the dream I knew that the peo-
ple on top of that building were a small, holy group of 
people who had turned their hearts to worship God 
aer the tragedy, but I was saddened that it was so 
short-lived and so small. Given the size of New York 
and the immensity of the tragedy I expected so much 
more.

I immediately woke up feeling the sadness of the 
short-lived worship movement. I sat awake for quite 
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some time pondering what had just happened. I’d 
never seen an angel in a dream before and as of this 
writing I haven’t since. e whole dream was by far 
one of the most vivid and distinct things that has ever 
happened to me, awake or asleep.

I eventually went back to sleep and when I woke 
up again it was all I could think about. I was asking 
God what it meant and just like the last two weeks I 
got nothing. I went to church that Sunday morning 
and, just like the last two weeks, told the pastor some-
thing I now think is so silly.

“I think this morning people feel like their world 
is falling down,” I told him, trying to make something 
out of what I’d experienced the night before. We 
prayed for several people and went to lunch. I couldn’t 
possibly imagine God wanted to speak to me about 
something larger than my little sphere of in%uence.

I wish I had thought more about what the dream 
meant or that I had told someone to have them help 
me "gure it out, but I didn’t. I didn’t think about the 
dream again. I le the church and it wasn’t even a 
passing thought. 

Well, not until...

SEPTEMBER 11, 2001
I woke up on Tuesday, September 11th, 2001 a lit-

tle later than normal. I didn’t have anything pressing 
that day; I was a college student aer all. My room-
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mates had already gone to class so I was enjoying a 
leisurely and quiet breakfast alone in my apartment. 
We had a 13” TV with rabbit ear antenna that we 
rarely watched, and it sat unused as usual that morn-
ing. I ate my breakfast quietly completely unaware the 
world had dramatically changed outside my door.

About 8:45 that morning my sister, Stephanie, 
called me. 

“Darren, the World Trade Center just collapsed,” 
her tone was serious.

Waiting for the inevitable “gotcha” moment, I 
calmly replied, “sure it did, sis. Sure it did.” 

“No, I’m serious. Planes %ew into them and both 
buildings just collapsed.”

We’re practical jokers around our house, so I 
wasn’t going to let her pull one over on me too easy, 
but I wasn’t sure where this one could be going. I 
didn’t understand why she’d be making a big deal out 
of this. Where was the joke?

I wasn’t thinking at all about my dream. I’ve oen 
wondered how the only dream I’ve ever had with an 
angel wouldn’t have immediately come to mind when 
she started in like this, but it just didn’t.

“Turn on the TV, Darren,” Steph said. I couldn’t 
remember ever hearing her voice shake like that be-
fore.
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I turned on the little black and white television, 
but the picture was always slow to come on. It took a 
full 30 seconds for that old tube to warm up its pixels, 
but the timbre of the announcers’ voices was all I 
needed to hear. 

I don’t remember how I ended the phone conver-
sation with Stephanie. ose "rst 30 seconds of noth-
ing but audio from my television seemed like an eter-
nity. My dream came %ooding back and replayed in 
my mind a hundred times before I saw my "rst 
glimpse of what had happened. en, as we would all 
watch twenty times a day for weeks to come, I saw it.

e screen warmed up just in time for a replay of 
the "rst tower collapsing straight down into the 
ground. en they replayed the second tower as it 
identically descended into the earth.

“Oh my God,” I said as I dropped the phone to my 
side. “What have you done?” All I could think about 
was that I had already seen this. And just like that a 
dream I had days before became my and everyone else 
in America’s reality.

THE DAY THAT DIDN’T END
Why had God shown this to me? What was going 

on here? What did this mean? A thousand questions 
raced through my mind as time stood still. 

I was glued to the television for what seemed like 
the next ten years. Time stood still for so many 
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Americans that day, but for me, all I could do was sit 
in silence as I watched the replay of my dream for all 
the world to see over and over and over again.

I can’t remember much else about that day except 
that I sat there watching the towers fall over and over 
again thinking about what I should have done. I 
thought time and again about how stupid I’d been for 
three weeks. I kept thinking what an imbecile I was to 
think God was showing me those visions and an an-
gelic dream so we could have a cool Sunday service. 
All of a sudden I was overcome with guilt that I hadn’t 
clued in.

“Maybe I could have stopped this,” I told myself a 
hundred times that day. I kept asking myself, “Why 
didn’t I tell someone? Why would God have shown 
this to me if He didn’t want me to do something about 
it?”

I endured the rest of the day haunted by my 
thoughts. Haunted by what could have been. What 
should have been. I didn’t sleep that night. I couldn’t 
tell my roommates what had happened to me. I 
couldn’t tell anyone. I felt ashamed and embarrassed 
that I had been so stupid.

MAKING SENSE OF IT ALL
I lived in a fog for weeks aer 9/11. I was so over-

come by grief and guilt that I didn’t know how to 
cope. I spent most evenings alone aer that trying to 
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"gure out why God had shown me those events three 
days earlier and why I hadn’t done anything about it.

It came to a head as I found myself aimlessly driv-
ing around town one evening several weeks later. I 
quickly parked my car when I felt the surge of tears 
come over me. I laid my head into the steering wheel 
and cried out, “Why God? Why me? Why did you 
show this to me?”

“Because you’re my friend, and I like to tell my 
friends what I’m thinking about.”

As my head lay against the steering wheel, those 
words resounded through my body. Maybe I hadn’t 
screwed up. Maybe I wasn’t responsible for those peo-
ples’ lives aer all. Maybe this whole thing was just 
God being a friend to me.

It seemed a little far-fetched at that moment, but 
those words brought instant comfort to my soul. I 
lied my head up with a little more con"dence. “If 
God knew these things were going to happen so that 
He showed me, He’s smart enough to know that I 
wasn’t going to do anything about it,” I thought to my-
self. Maybe He really was just showing me what was 
on His heart.

I’d like to say that I started feeling better about it 
all right then, but honestly it was months before I 
could let go of the idea that if I’d said something, 
maybe I could have prevented thousands of people 
from dying. Honestly, looking back on it I’m glad I 
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didn’t. I’m pretty sure now that if I had said something 
I would be prisoner #1 at Guantanamo Bay.

But nothing took away the question of “why?” 
Why me? Why that? Why an angel? Why the visions 
of people burning? God went to great lengths to high-
light for me something that was going on in a place 
thousands of miles away that I’d never been to.

As time went on, I couldn’t help but think there 
must be something more that I was missing. Why 
would God go to such extraordinary lengths (at least 
from my perspective) to tell me about the most hei-
nous act of aggression in America during my lifetime?

My answer came in another unexpected way.
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Chapter 2

FREEDOM TOWER

A lot changed in my life over the next year and a half. 
Somehow, I was able to talk the girl of my dreams into 
marrying me. I had graduated college, started my "rst 
job and we were both leading a Bible study together in 
our little duplex. We took in a homeless girl hooked 
on drugs to help her get clean and we were fasting as a 
couple. It was a crazy, fast-paced and joyous time in 
our lives.

Busying ourselves helps us put things behind us a 
lot of times. It was probably my fast-paced lifestyle 
more than anything that helped me gradually cope 
with the guilt I felt over not stopping 9/11. I realize 
now that I was silly for having that guilt in the "rst 
place, but back then I didn’t know any better. 

KEEP THE FIRE BURNING
Even with the confusion of my visions and dream 

about 9/11 and my busy life, I never stopped asking 
God to speak to me. And He was kind to keep answer-



ing. I had an encounter while visiting a friend in 
Nashville where I cast many demons out of a guy. at 
was a new experience for me and it was exciting to 
know that God really did still entrust us with the same 
authority He gave to the disciples so long ago.

I was growing in my ability to ask the Lord to 
speak as I went about my day and I was enjoying that. 
Marriage and work were exciting and we were form-
ing some relationships in our Bible study that exist to 
this day. I’m thankful for the incredible season of 
grace God gave us in those days.

All the while I had a secret hobby. America was 
bound and determined to rebuild from the ashes a 
new and improved World Trade Center. e country 
had a great preoccupation with what exactly was go-
ing to take the place of what our enemies had de-
stroyed. I followed it all with great interest. I still 
wasn’t sure what to make of my dream, but I was 
really paying attention to what was going on.

I’m a construction guy so I like buildings. I kept 
up with the design process for the new building as 
soon as it became a topic of discussion. It wasn’t long 
aer the attacks that a sentiment began to grow that 
the towers should be rebuilt exactly like they were. 
“at would show ‘em,” was the thought process. 
ere were lots of “colorful” variations of new designs 
that would mimic the old buildings. Most weren’t se-
rious, of course, but were intended to be a gesture of 
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our contempt for the enemies who would be so bold 
as to attack us at home.

It seemed like for some time every governmental 
leader with a microphone wanted to encourage New 
York to rebuild the towers as they were. Everyone was 
non-committal, of course, because a lot of money was 
at play, except to say that something would be rebuilt. 
e world would have to watch and wait to see what 
would come.

is is a broad generalization, but by early 2003 it 
seemed that most of the public sentiment on the mat-
ter was to rebuild two new towers much like they were 
before. Early proposals for the site were rejected in 
2002 and the “drawing board” remained open. 

BACK TO NEW YORK
On March 15, 2003, I had my second dream about 

the World Trade Center. I was standing in Lower 
Manhattan at the base of the new World Trade Center 
building. As the dream started I knew that’s what I 
was looking up at but I was confused because there 
was only one building. I had thought there were going 
to be two and I was sure they’d look something like 
the iconic twin towers. As I looked up at an un"n-
ished building, it was already nothing like the towers 
that stood there before.

I was in a large, open plaza gazing up at a shiny 
and silvery-re%ective glass-clad building. e glass 
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cladding was about halfway up the building and the 
exposed steel rose up above that. e building was 
under construction and I was apparently there to 
work on it.

I went into the building and went up to near the 
top. I found about a dozen of my closest Christian 
friends helping with the construction. We were all 
there having a great time working on this new icon of 
American pride. ere was a tremendous sense of “for 
God and country” with all of us working there. I re-
member several times how happy I was to get to be a 
part of this and smiling at my friends as we all enjoyed 
the history we knew we were making.

Aer working in several locations, I found myself 
on the top %oor. e glass cladding was now up to 
about waist-high on the top %oor and the roof wasn’t 
"nished yet. I’m not a big fan of heights, but I walked 
over to the half-wall to look over and see how high I 
was. I saw I was de"nitely at the top.

When I turned around I noticed that all my 
friends but a few had le. Just then a faceless man 
walked into the room I was working in. e remain-
ing friends I had quickly le the room and it was just 
me and this faceless man. I knew immediately the 
faceless man was Satan. A chill rushed over me as I 
tried to "gure out what was going on. e sense of 
patriotism and honor quickly le and now I was feel-
ing confused and scared. 
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I kept my eyes on the ominous "gure that stood 
about 15 yards away from me for fear that if I looked 
away he’d try to throw me over the side of the build-
ing. To keep that from happening, I sat down against 
the half-wall of glass with my back to the outside of 
the building. I thought that if he was going to try to 
throw me over, at least I’d see him coming and it 
would give me a "ghting chance to escape. 

As I sat there against that outer wall, the faceless 
man just stood and glared at me. We had a staring 
contest until "nally he smiled and turned to walk 
away. I’m not sure how I know he smiled since he was 
faceless, but that’s how dreams sometimes are. Imme-
diately the dream changed and the building was now 
done. His smile was almost giddy; it still gives me 
chills to this day.

All my Christian friends and I who helped build 
the building were assembled on the top %oor to take a 
tour of the building. e ominous feeling from when 
Satan was there was now gone, but the sense of patri-
otism and optimism had le as well. We toured the 
building from top to bottom taking the outer stairs to 
descend one %oor at a time. 

e dream was very bright and sunny from the 
beginning until now, but as we descended, each new 
%oor became darker. Night was falling and the build-
ing became darkened. Each time we came to the 
stairwell now, we noticed it was leaking. Small drops 
of dirty water were dripping on us from the stairs 
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above. With each new trip to the stairs more water 
was leaking and each %oor caused it to get dirtier. e 
leaks got so bad and the water was so dirty aer a 
while all we were doing was trying to avoid getting 
dripped on.

e water became green and slimy and now there 
were what seemed like streams of water falling and it 
was impossible to not get dripped on. We were all so 
disgusted we agreed to cancel the rest of our tour and 
get out as quickly as possible. We all raced down the 
stairs until we came to the bottom %oor where there 
was an exterior door. I pushed the door open and 
walked outside to "nd myself alone one the dark plaza 
I had started at.

I was confused as to why I was alone as I looked 
up at the building. It wasn’t a beautiful silvery-
re%ective building anymore but instead it was a dark, 
ominous tower looming above everything else. It had 
a sense of evil now and I felt horribly confused. I felt 
betrayed that the building so many of my Christian 
friends and I worked so hard to construct seemed to 
have been hijacked for evil. I thought to myself that 
this wasn’t what I had signed up for.

Aer looking up at the building in great disap-
pointment for some time, something caught my eye 
on the street below. I looked down and noticed a row 
of establishments all along the street the building was 
on. I did a double-take as all I saw were pornography 
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shops and gay bars. I couldn’t believe what I was see-
ing. 

I sat there trying to "gure it out. How had what so 
many Christians intended for good turned into some-
thing so wicked? I said out loud, “is can’t be! It’s not 
possible.”

I was so dumbstruck by what I was experiencing 
that I had to go "gure this out. I couldn’t believe that 
these establishments were here at the base of this 
building that Christians had built. I walked down the 
street to see for myself and each new shop seemed 
more perverted than the last. I "nally said, “I can’t be-
lieve this. I have to see for myself.” I felt angry and 
bewildered, so I walked inside one of the gay bars to 
convince myself I wasn’t seeing what I thought I was. I 
walked in and was instantly grieved by what I saw in-
side. 

One last time I said, “is can’t be.”

Immediately I woke up. As soon as I was awake, I 
heard the Lord’s voice say, “at building will be a 
sign and seal of the judgement against America.”

PUTTING IT TOGETHER
ose words shook me. e dream le me with a 

feeling of dread and those words haunted me. What 
was this going to mean? What was I supposed to do?

Since September 11, 2001 I had come to under-
stand that I couldn’t have done anything about the at-
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tacks. I still didn’t know why God showed me that, but 
I de"nitely knew this new dream wasn’t about having 
a good Sunday service at church. Since all the talk was 
about rebuilding two towers, I thought the dream 
must have been "gurative.

I immediately understood the meaning of several 
things in the dream. ere was going to be a sense of 
righteousness amongst God’s people to rebuild this 
tower (and America) and we’d throw our support be-
hind it. I knew that we (Christians) would lend our 
support to it but that we shouldn’t have. I understood 
Satan was behind it the whole time and at just the 
right time he would expose himself and the sense of 
patriotism would vanish.

I knew from the voice of the Lord I heard when I 
woke up that the completion of the building would 
signal a radical shi in our nation and God’s patience 
for us would end. I also knew that homosexuality and 
perversion would have something to do with it as well, 
but I wasn’t sure what. I "gured only time would tell, 
so I “put the dream on the shelf ” and went back to 
life.

OPENING MY EYES
Over the next several years the owners of the site 

began dragging their feet, irritating many leaders 
around the nation. It took quite a while to come to a 
"nal design decision, but when they did I wasn’t sur-
prised. A single building was chosen to replace the 
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iconic towers. It was going to be a symbolic 1,776-feet 
tall and it had become colloquially named “Freedom 
Tower.” Governor Pataki of New York gave it that 
name in a speech in 2003 and it stuck. 

By 2006 the site construction was underway. I was 
again blown away by what I saw when they revealed 
the "nal design of the building. While I admit it is 
stunningly beautiful from an aesthetic perspective, I 
couldn’t believe what I saw. e design renderings 
looked exactly like the building in my dream, espe-
cially the views of it at night. Freedom tower was to be 
a silvery-re%ective glass-clad building looking nothing 
like the original twin towers. 

My dream was turning out to be more than just 
symbolism. What I saw was taking place before my 
eyes. I began to watch very carefully as the months 
and years passed. e building remained a symbol of 
America’s patriotism and freedom and many warned 
that no one should dare tamper with the name the 
public had come to know the tower by. And no one 
dared touch “Freedom Tower.”

Until 2009.

at’s when things began to quickly change. e 
Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (the site 
owners) announced the new building would be 
named 1 World Trade Center; not Freedom tower. 
Changing the name of the tower seemed to knock the 
wind out of the sense of patriotism and honor the 
building stood for. ere was of course great outrage 
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amongst a small minority of people but it seemed like 
enough time had passed that most people didn’t really 
care. 

9/11 MEMORIAL DEDICATION
en came September 11, 2011, the day the 9/11 

Memorial opened at Ground Zero. I watched on my 
television as they showed all the families waiting in 
anticipation to enter the site and "nd their loved ones’ 
names etched into the stone facade. en something 
happened I wasn’t expecting. e camera crew took a 
shot looking up at the new tower, 1 WTC, from the 
open plaza. At that moment I realized the scene I was 
seeing was exactly what I saw when my dream began. 
e building was incomplete with steelwork going on 
at top but the silvery glass-cladding was about 
halfway-up the un"nished building.

I watched in amazement as if the Lord had shown 
me in 2003 the very scene I’d see on television in 2011. 
I can’t tell you how I was as I now contemplated the 
true meaning of the two dreams. I began to ask the 
Lord what this all meant to the future of our nation. 
What were we to do?

I began thinking about how the past ten years had 
seen such unbelievable change in our nation, espe-
cially in regards to the church’s increasing complicity 
with darkness. It seemed every new evil our culture 
and government introduced, the church was behind it 
100% in the name of “for God and country.” 
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HOW THEN SHALL WE LIVE?
What I’ve seen and concluded over the past 12 

years is what I have to share in this book. We have 
been offered a great opportunity as a nation, but our 
time is running out. is historic and iconic building 
will be completed very soon. Whereas I don’t believe 
that the great evil of our nation is a building, I do be-
lieve the Lord spoke to me very clearly that the build-
ing would be a literal sign of His coming judgement; a 
timing marker of things to come. 

But I believe we still have hope. I choose to never 
give up on the grace and goodness of God. In every 
proclamation of judgement in the Bible there is always 
a call to repentance. He is always lovingly pleading for 
change, not as a kill-joy God seeking to smite.

I want to clearly lay out what I believe is our hope 
for America while also clearly stating what the conse-
quences of a failure to do so are. I believe our best 
hour may still be ahead of us, but it will require great 
change on the part of God’s people; change I have not 
yet seen in earnest.
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